
School Year:

Principal:

School:

You will be selecting school goals connected to the 
Superintendent’s priorities in the following areas: 

• Literacy
• Math
• School Selected-Determined by Local School 

Instructions

Indicate which priority your goal is connected to and 
the actions, and evidence needed to meet the intended 
outcome. The reflection stage will be completed after 
measuring success with your intended outcome.



Goal #1: Literacy

Superintendent’s Priority:

Literacy Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #1: Literacy

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #2: Math

Superintendent’s Priority:

Math Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #2: Math

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Superintendent’s Priority:

School Selected Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)


	School Name: Clarkdale Elementary School 
	Principal Full Name: Dwan Jones 
	School Year: 2023-2024
	Superintendents Priority_Goal1: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal1_LiteracyInitiativeGoal: Increase the percentage of K-5 students performing at proficient and advanced levels on the Reading Inventory (RI) assessment from 43% (219 of 510 students) at the end of the 2023 school year to 50% of the assessed students by the end of the 2024 school year. 
	Goal1_CriticalAction: Use data from RI, Amira, ELF, and NSGRA assessments to identify needs, implement targeted reading instruction, and monitor progress for primary and intermediate grade students. Provide professional learning and reading resources for tutors and teachers.1. August: Teachers and tutors participate in professional learning to create a vertical approach to targeted reading instruction using NSGRA and student resources. Teachers and Tutors complete beginning of the year assessments. Teachers and ISSs use data to determine initial flexible groups, create a schedule to provide targeted performance-level support during Cardinal Hour (intervention block) and grade-level support during ELA instructional blocks2. September – May: Teachers analyze student performance data in Collaborative Team Meetings. They use the four CCC questions to create flexible groups based on academic needs. Educators follow the instructional schedule and work with groups to provide intervention, instruction, and extension. This formative teaching and assessment cycle continues every quarter. We use progress monitoring assessments at the beginning, middle, and end of the year (Reading Inventory and Amira) to measure year-long progress. 
	Goal1_Evidence: 1. Formative Assessment Data2. Reading Inventory Data 3. Amira Data
	Goal1_Outcomes: 50% of Students who began instructional/assessment cycle performing in the basic and below basic levels on RI and Amira will grow to perform at proficient and advanced stages by the end of the school year.
	Goal1_Reflection: Collaborative Teams analyze student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal2: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal2_MathInitiativeGoal: Increase the percentage of K-5 students performing at proficient and advanced levels on the Math Inventory (MI) assessment from 66% (436 of 664 students) at the end of 2023 school year to 71% of assessed students by the end of 2024 school year.  
	Goal2_CriticalAction: Teachers use a common teaching and assessment cycle to measure student progress and target instructional next steps.  1. AugustTeachers participate in professional learning and create formative/common assessment data plans. 2. Quarterly Instruction and Assessment   Teacher Teams plan instruction for each unit using the CTLS Core Package (GMS). Grade-level Collaborative Teams analyze student performance data, collaboratively score student samples, and use the four CCC questions to inform next steps for intervention, instruction, and extension with whole-group and targeted (small-group) instruction. This formative teaching and assessment cycle continues every quarter. We use the progress monitoring assessment at the beginning, middle, and end of the year (Math Inventory) to measure year-long progress.
	Goal2_Evidence: 1. Collaborative Team data summaries of student progress. 2. Math Inventory Data
	Goal2_Outcomes: 1. Evidence of student growth from quarterly Collaborative Team data template.2. At least 50% of students who begin their assessments performing in the beginning and developing stages math skills as identified by the MI will grow to perform at proficient and above stages by the school-year end.
	Goal2_Reflection: Collaborative Teams analyze student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal3: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal3_SchoolSelectedInitiativeGoal: Increase the percentage of 3-5 students performing at the Monitor and Accelerate Learning levels in writing, as measured by the EOG, from 44% (155 of 352 students) at the end of 2023 school year to 49% of assessed students by the end of 2024 school year. 
	Goal3_CriticalAction: Teachers use CTLS and Write Score resources to support systematic standards-based writing instruction. In grades 2-5, students participate in Write Score Assessments to measure student progress.Quarterly Instruction and Assessment                              1. Grade 2- Collaborative Teams plan using CTLS and Write Score and resources for systematic instruction and feedback. Grade-level CT meets twice per quarter, collaboratively score student samples, and use the four questions to inform next steps with whole-group and targeted (small-group) instruction. In April, all students complete an opinion or informational piece (paper copy) and submit it to Write Score for independent scoring. When the feedback returns, the CT analyzes student work using the rubric to measure progress and inform additional instructional support.2. Grades 3-5 –Collaborative Teams plan using CTLS and Write Score and resources for systematic instruction and feedback. At the mid-point of each quarter, grade-level CTs meet to collaboratively score student samples and inform next steps with whole group and targeted (small group) instruction. At the end of quarters 2 and 3, all students complete an opinion or informational piece via the digital platform and submit it to Write Score for independent scoring. When the feedback returns, teams analyze student work using the rubric to measure progress and inform additional instructional support. 
	Goal3_Evidence: 1. Collaborative Team data summaries of student progress. 2. Write Score Data
	Goal3_Outcomes: 1. Evidence of student growth from quarterly Collaborative Team data template.2. At least 50% of students who begin their assessments performing in below level stage writing, as identified by Collaborative Scoring and Write Score Assessment will grow to perform at average and above stages by the end of the school year. 
	Goal3_Reflection: Collaborative Teams analyze student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.


